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CONSTITUTIONAL REVISION IN VIETNAM:
RENOVATION BUT NO REVOLUTION

Joanna Harrington*

I. Introduction

On April 18, 1992, the Socialist Republic of Vietnam formally adopted a new Constitution.1

Editorials in Nhan Dan, the Party daily, and Quan Doi Nhan Dan, the army daily, hailed the

promulgation of the 1992 Constitution as an important milestone in the building of the Vietnamese

state and its socialist legal system.2  Old laws were to be amended and new laws were to be drafted

to implement or, as the Vietnamese say, "concretize"3 the provisions of the new Constitution.

According to Nhan Dan, the 1992 Constitution was to become the "true legal basis for (the)

comprehensive renovation of the country under the Party leadership."4  Quan Doi Nhan Dan expressed

similar sentiments, noting that Vietnam was "in a period of dynamic renovation".5

In essence, "renovation" is what Vietnam hopes to achieve by revising its Constitution.  Since

the late 1980s, Vietnam has embarked on a program of extensive economic reform known as doi moi.

Doi moi literally means "new change" or "new thinking", but is most frequently translated as

renovation.6  Under doi moi, Vietnam aims to remodel its economic sector and some aspects of its

political sector to invigorate the country while leaving the state's essential socialist framework and

goals unaltered.  Vietnam's 1992 Constitution institutionalizes the doi moi or renovation campaign.

As explained by Vo Chi Cong, a key Party advisor and the chair of Vietnam's Constitutional

Amendment Committee, 

After more than ten years of implementing the 1980 Constitution ... it was found that
some stipulations of the 1980 Constitution, especially those of the economic system,
were not consistent with the law on production relations and the capability and nature
of the production force. ... For this reason, we were unable to release all production
forces and develop all the potential of society.  Moreover, during the 1980s, our
nation was hit hard by a prolonged socioeconomic crisis.7

In the 1980s, Vietnam was one of the poorest countries in the world.  Its economy suffered

from high unemployment, inadequate food production and soaring inflation.8  Low labour

productivity, the under-utilization of resources and a cumbersome state bureaucracy hampered

production in both the country's agricultural and industrial sectors.9  In addition, sustained

involvement in regional military conflicts diverted necessary resources from improving the economic

and industrial infrastructure.10

The failings of Vietnam's centrally planned economy were publicly acknowledged by the

Vietnamese Communist Party at i ts Sixth Party Congress in December 1986.11  Following this

meeting, 
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Vietnam embarked on its program of economic reform or doi moi.12  Under doi moi, the Party

implemented market-oriented measures designed to improve agricultural production, increase the

availability of consumer goods, promote exports and reduce inflation.13  Farmers were given the right

to withdraw from collectives and individual farm families were permitted to lease land.14  A more

liberal foreign investment law was enacted in 198715 and private corporations were legitimized in

1988.16  The Party leadership realized that "while socialism remained an ideal, the benefits of market

economics and individual initiative were essential if Vietnam was to resolve its dire economic

problems."17

However, doi moi was not without its opponents.  Economic reform was initially hampered

by strong opposition from conservative Party members, bureaucrats and military officials who were

concerned about the "extent to which the Party's institutional role and prerogatives would need to

be altered to accommodate change."18  Eventually the dire state of Vietnam's economy prevailed.  At

its Seventh Party Congress in 1991, the Vietnamese Communist Party reiterated its commitment to

socialism, but placed renewed emphasis on the need to establish a market-centred economy as a

necessary transit ional step to socialism.19  After 1991, doi moi was pursued with increased vigour.20

The provisions of Vietnam's newest Constitution affirm the commitment to building a market-

oriented, multi-sector economy which encourages individual initiative and private enterprise.  The

drafters of the 1992 Constitution have tried to remodel Vietnam's economic structure by providing

for a wide range of economic freedoms and by overhauling the state administrative structure so that

economic decisions can be made with greater efficiency.  Yet, in contrast to the fundamental nature

of these economic reforms, renovation efforts have resulted in changes of limited significance in the

political sector.  The 1992 Constitution attempts to restructure Vietnam's central government

institutions;  however, it does little to diminish the power and control of the Vietnamese Communist

Party.  Despite constitutional references to the "rule of law", the Party retains its ability to rule by

fiat.  Vietnam's recent constitutional revision illustrates the country's commitment to economic

reform so long as it stops short of introducing revolutionary change into Vietnam's political system.

The purpose of this paper is to examine the key provisions of Vietnam's 1992 Constitution

in their historical, economic and political context and to show that renovation, rather than revolution,

was the guiding principle behind the constitutional amendments.  The paper is divided into four
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sections.  The first section focuses on Vietnam's constitutional history, the second on the

constitutional revision process, and the third on the Constitution's economic impact.  The final

section provides an analysis of the constitutional changes in Vietnam's political sector. 

II. The Constitutional History of Vietnam

A.  State Constitutions and Socialist Practice

State Constitutions in socialist countries differ in status and purpose from their counterparts

in Western democracies.21  In a Western democracy, the Constitution "is a statement of the will of

the people to be governed in accordance with certain principles held as fundamental".22  Western

Constitutions attempt to "define the boundaries between state and society, setting out areas of state

function and, more particularly, areas in which the state may not encroach upon private activity."23

The rights and freedoms included in a Western Constitution serve to limit the arbitrary use of state

power by the government.24  The legal framework established by the Constitution is the supreme law

of the state and as such cannot be altered by the normal legislative process.25  Constitutions in most

Western democracies enjoy a high degree of stability.26

In contrast, state Constitutions in socialist countries "are not intended to serve as permanent

documents reflecting the timeless political and philosophical values of a given society."27  They do

not seek to regulate relations between state and society,28 nor do they have a determinative legal

function.  In fact, socialist Constitutions often bear "little relation to the actual functioning of the

system."29  They are enacted by the country's supreme legislative body and changed with relative

ease.30   The primary purpose of a socialist Constitution is "to chart the progress of that society as it

evolves through stages of growth to a final state of classless communism".31  Socialist Constitutions

are simply not static documents.  At each stage of the communist revolution, a new Constitution is

written to establish the policies of that stage, to motivate the populace and to set forth the objectives

to be achieved in preparation for the next stage.  As M. Beresford explains, "stability in the (socialist)

Constitution and unconditional adherence to its provisions are therefore not considered necessary,

or even desirable, goals."32

B. The Pre-1992 Constitutions of Vietnam 

In keeping with socialist constitutional practice, socialist Vietnam has had four Constitutions

since its declaration of independence in 1945.33  Vietnam's first Constitution was enacted in 1946,

the second in 1960, the third in 1980 and the fourth in 1992.34  Each Constitution was enacted to
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mark the attainment of a new stage in the Vietnamese revolution and each was enacted by Vietnam's

supreme legislative body, the National Assembly, without referenda or referral to regional or local

governments.  

The 1946 Constitution was adopted by the National Assembly of the then-named Democratic

Republic of Vietnam35 on the eve of renewed hostilities with the French colonial regime based in

southern Vietnam.  The Constitution was drafted with the intent of building a Vietnamese "united

front" to secure complete independence from colonial rule.  Hence, the provisions were moderate so

as to appeal to a 

broad spectrum of Vietnamese society.36  Democratic freedoms were promised37 and the sanctity of

private property was guaranteed.38  In fact, the 1946 Constitution gave

a generally `Western democratic' impression to the reader in that it (did) not deal in
economic theories and (did) not make use of stereotyped communist phrases, such
as the `working people' or the `victory of the dictatorship of the proletariat '.39

While the preamble to the first Constitution stated that the country was "entering a new phase"40, no

reference was made to the ultimate goal of transforming Vietnam into a communist state.  At this

stage of the Vietnamese revolution, and with southern Vietnam under foreign control, nationalist

interests took precedence over class interests and socialist dogma.

After the French defeat at Dien Bien Phu in 1954, Vietnam was formally divided into two

separate zones of North and South.41  The separation was described in the Geneva Peace Accord as

provisional and national elections were scheduled for 1956.  When it became apparent that the

elections would not be held, North Vietnam decided to draft a new Constitution.42  This new

Constitution was to combine the desire to begin creating a socialist society in the North43 with the

need to continue soliciting southern support for reunification.44  The new Constitution took three

years to draft45 and was eventually promulgated on January 1, 1960.

The 1960 Constitution represented a "radical departure" from the 1946 Constitution.46  Unlike

its 1946 predecessor, the 1960 Constitution expressly dealt with economic theories and used

communist phrases and ideas.47  Article 9, for example, announced that North Vietnam was

"advancing step by step from people's democracy to socialism."  The 1960 Constitution described

the various functions of the state's executive, legislative and judicial bodies;  however, the all-

important role of the Party48 was not mentioned anywhere in the body of the Constitution.  In

practice, final authority on all matters remained with the Party.49  Perhaps, the reason for such an

omission is, as W.J. Duiker suggests, that "the regime wished to avoid alienating moderate elements
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in the South at the opening of what would eventually become known as the Vietnam War."50  

With the withdrawal of the United States and the reunification of North and South in 1975,51

Vietnam required a new Constitution to reflect yet another stage in its development.  The task of

redrafting the Constitution began in 1976 and was completed in 1980.52  At the Party's Fourth

National Congress in 1976, the Party leadership decided to adopt an accelerated program of socialist

transformation.53  Vietnam's goal, to become a truly socialist regime by the end of the 1980s, was

reflected throughout the 1980 Constitution.  Moreover, unlike the 1960 Constitution, the 1980

Constitution expressly recognized the pivotal, political role of the Vietnamese Communist Party.54

In article 4 the Party was described as the 

"only force leading the state and society, and the main factor determining all successes of the

Vietnamese revolution."   

In 1946, 1960 and 1980, Vietnam followed the traditional socialist practice of enacting a new

Constitution to record a perceived transition from one stage of revolution to another.  Given this

historical context, foreign observers and investors must view Vietnam's 1992 Constitution and its

support for the creation of a market-oriented economy with caution.  The 1992 Constitution should

not be interpreted as Vietnam's abandonment of socialist goals and principles.  As stated by Vo Chi

Cong, "although the new development period has the character of a turning point, the direction of

social development in our country remains unchanged, ie. to continue the transition to socialism..."55

III. The 1992 Constitution of Vietnam: The Process of Revision

According to Vo Chi Cong, the National Assembly intended to "revise" the 1980

Constitution, rather than promulgate a new Constitution.56  Vo Chi Cong emphasized that "the

continuity and successiveness of the Vietnamese Constitutions, particularly between the 1980

Constitution and the amended one, must be respected and thoroughly understood."57  However, the

1992 Constitution so significantly changes the content of the previous 1980 Constitution as to be

virtually a new document.  As noted by L. Do, only 12 of the 1992 Constitution's 147 articles remain

unrevised from the 1980 Constitution.58

The process of revising the 1980 Constitution began in 1988,59 but as with doi moi, the

revision process was only "pushed in earnest" after the Vietnamese Communist Party's Seventh Party

Congress in 1991.60  Following this meeting, Vo Chi Cong, in his position as chair of the

Constitutional Amendment Committee, publicly announced the four key principles that would guide

the revision process.61  First and foremost, the Party was to remain as the leading force of the state
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and society.  Second, the political system was to remain unilocular,62 with no separation of powers

among the executive, legislative and judicial branches.  Third, Vietnam was to remain a "socialist

democracy"; and fourth, the new Constitution was to reflect the Party's commitment to renovation.

The revision process involved four drafts63 and a seemingly high degree of public

participation.64  The draft Constitutions were prepared by the Constitutional Amendment Committee

which had been established by the National Assembly in 1989 and was comprised of senior Party and

government officials.65  A first draft was submitted to high and middle-ranking Party cadres66 for

comment in May 1991, followed by a second draft being presented to the National Assembly in

July.67  This draft was then submitted to the Party's Central Committee68 to ensure approval at the

highest political levels of the concepts and orientations in the Constitution.69  A third draft was

circulated for public comment in January 1992, with a fourth draft going to the National Assembly

for its approval in April.  After three weeks of debate in the National Assembly, the revised

Constitution was adopted unanimously.70 

IV. The 1992 Constitution of Vietnam: Renovation in the Economic Sector

Fundamental constitutional change is clearly evident in the 1992 provisions respecting

Vietnam's economic structure.  Seven new articles have been added to the chapter on the economic

system and all previous provisions in the 1980 Constitution on economic matters have been revised.71

Under new article 15, Vietnam has affirmed its support for the development of a multi-sectoral,

commodity economy based on market principles.  It also recognizes that this new economic structure

will depend on three systems of ownership, hence three economic sectors: state ownership,72

collective ownership and private ownership.  This differs from the 1980 Constitution which only

recognized the first two economic sectors.73

However, these changes are subject to two qualifications.  The 1992 Constitution stipulates

that state and collective ownership must remain as the core of Vietnam's economic structure and that

greater economic diversity must be based on "state management and socialist orientations."74  Thus,

the private sector economy can exist to complement or supplement the socialist public sector

economy, but the state ultimately exercises supervision and control over the private economy.

Vietnam's new Constitution also signals a relaxation of state interference in production and

business.  Under article 19, state economic establishments are given a right of autonomy in making

production decisions while becoming responsible to state administrators for the results of their

operations.  Under article 21, "individual and private capitalist economies may choose their own

forms of production and business and may set up trade businesses without any limit on the scope and
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areas of operations."  The qualification is that the businesses must be "beneficial to the nation and

the people."75  

The economic chapter in Vietnam's 1992 Constitution also reaffirms the country's desire to

increase the inflow of foreign investment and aid.  Articles 16 and 24 suggest that the promotion of

expanded economic, scientific and technical cooperation and exchanges with non-communist

countries has gained Vietnamese acceptance.  The Constitution specifically encourages foreign

organizations and individuals to invest capital and technology in Vietnam.76  In return, the

Constitution promises to "guarantee the right of ownership of the legitimate capital, property and

other interests of foreign organizations and individuals."77  It further stipulates that "business

enterprises with foreign invested capital shall not be subject to nationalization."78  The 1992

Constitution also extends an explicit invitation to overseas Vietnamese to invest  in Vietnam.79  

As for the highly contentious issue of land ownership,80 Vietnam has, within the socialist

construct, instituted a measure of reform.  As in other socialist legal systems, individuals in Vietnam

do not have the right to own, sell or inherit land.81  Article 17 of the 1992 Constitution affirms that

lands will continue to be "under the ownership of the entire people".  However, the Constitution

provides a compromise in article 18 through the allotment of land by the state for use on a "stabilized

and long-term basis."  It is this right of land-use, rather than the land itself, that can now be

transferred by sale or inheritance.82  In addition, the 1992 Constitution prohibits "the nationalization

of legal property"83 and provides for the payment of compensation based on market values when

property is expropriated for state purposes.84

As demonstrated by past Constitutions, Vietnam is not adverse to relaxing socialist economic

tenets when more pressing political goals are sought to be accomplished.  A good example is

Vietnam's 1946 Constitution which guaranteed the sanctity of private property at a time when the

newly-established regime needed the support of all segments of Vietnamese society, including

landowners, in its struggle against the French.85  In fact, nationalist goals were so paramount in 1946

that the Constitution did not contain a single reference to the goal of building a socialis t society.86

Vietnam's 1960 Constitution also provides a good illustration.  In 1960, Vietnam was, according to

its Constitution, "advancing step by step from people's democracy to socialism by developing and

transforming the national economy along socialist lines."87  However, the goal of reunifying North

and South Vietnam was paramount.  To foster support within the more commercially-oriented South,

North Vietnam's Constitution directed that certain capitalist activities could continue since "national

capitalists" had the right "to own means of production and other capital".88  Moreover, peasants had
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the right to own land89 and citizens had the right to possess and inherit private property.90  Only

"undeveloped land" was reserved for state ownership.91

Clearly, the changes in Vietnam's economic structure are a sign of economic renovation;

however, foreign investors and others should not interpret the 1992 Constitution as an abandonment

by Vietnam of economic socialism. 

V. The 1992 Constitution of Vietnam: Renovation in the Political Sector

In contrast to developments in Eastern Europe and the former Soviet  Union, and more like

its Chinese neighbours, the Vietnamese Communist Party is determined to retain its monopoly on

political power.  In fact, several commentators have suggested that Vietnam's refusal to initiate

fundamental political reforms is precisely because of the recent events in the former communist

countries.92  Vietnam fears that a weakening of Party hegemony will lead to instability or bat an.93

During the Party's 1991 meeting, General Secretary Nguyen Van Linh, the leading advocate

of doi moi,94 vigorously opposed political pluralism and the development of a multiparty opposition

system.  Linh argued that

to accept the multiparty system of opposition is to create conditions for the
reactionary forces of revenge within the country and from abroad to rear their heads
immediately and legally to operate against the homeland, the people and the regime.
Our people definitely reject this.95

But, this was not rejected by all the people.  Requests were made by some Vietnamese citizens for

a degree of political pluralism to be included in the 1992 Constitution.96  In the end, the Party's

position prevailed.  The new Constitution does not provide for a multiparty political system.  There

has been a slight modification in the constitutional description of the role of the Vietnamese

Communist Party.  Article 4 now states that the Party is the "leading force of the state and society"

rather than the "only force leading the state and society."97  However, the Constitution's preamble

provides a clearer summary of the party-state relationship, stating that "the Party is the leader, the

people the master, the state the manager."  Article 4 states that "all Party organizations operate

within the framework of the Constitution and the law."98  At first glance, this might suggest that

Vietnam is developing a Western-style system of government based on the principle of

constitutionalism.  However, a similar provision was included in the Soviet Union's 1977

Constitution without precluding rule by Party fiat.99  It was suggested that the Soviet provision simply

meant that Party members were to guide, rather than administer, state affairs.100  The explanation for
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the provision in Vietnam's 1992 Constitution is similar.  According to Politburo member, Vo Tran

Chi, article 4 means that "the Party leads the legislative branch by its guidelines and resolutions and

through its politically prestigious organizations and members."101 

Several commentators have suggested that, under the revised Constitution, the Vietnamese

Communist Party will continue to guide state policy, but will no longer interfere in the day-to-day

administration of the government.102  However, to assess the validity of this thesis, one must closely

examine the constitutional reorganization of Vietnam's key legislative, executive and judicial

institutions.

A. The National Assembly 

The National Assembly is Vietnam's supreme legislative body.103  It is responsible for the

enactment and observance of the Constitution and the law.104  However, as noted by L. Do, the

powers of the National Assembly "are not limited to legislative duties, but extend to government

organization, 

policy making and leadership control."105  As stated in article 83 of the 1992 Constitution, the

National Assembly 

... is the sole consti tutional and legislative agency.  It decides the fundamental  foreign
and domestic policies; the socio-economic, national defence, and security tasks; the
main organizational and operational principles of the state machinery; and the social
relations and activities of the citizens.

In addition, the National Assembly has the power to exercise its "supreme right of supervision over

all operations of the state".106  This power includes the power to elect, dismiss and impeach the

President, Prime Minister and Chief Justice of Vietnam.107

The role of the National Assembly as prescribed by the 1992 Constitution is essentially the

same as that prescribed in the 1960 and 1980 documents, with two potentially important exceptions.

For the first time the National Assembly has been granted policy-making authority over matters of

defence and internal security, as well as, matters of national finance.108  Included with this new

financial authority is the power "to decide on state budget estimates and state budget distributions"

and "to institute, revise or repeal taxes".109  It is not yet known whether the National Assembly will

have the opportunity to fully exercise these new powers.

The National Assembly is composed of 395 deputies.110  Under article 86 of the 1992
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Constitution, the deputies of the National Assembly must meet twice a year;111  however, there is no

stipulation in the Constitution as to the length of these meetings.  If the past is any indication, future

National Assembly meetings will be brief and uneventful.112  However, there is one reform

introduced by the 1992 Constitution which may result in a more effective National Assembly.  Under

the 1992 constitutional structure, a proportion of National Assembly deputies will be selected to

work on a full-time basis to oversee government operations and to manage the affairs of the National

Assembly committees responsible for drafting new legislation.113 

Notwithstanding the creation of a professional corps of deputies, the 1992 Constitution does

little to diminish the predominant role of the Party in Vietnam's legislature and polity.  Since 1945,

the National Assembly has served as a rubber-stamp body for decisions previously made by the

highest organs of the Party.114  As explained by W.J. Duiker,

Party control was established at the start, through the electoral process.  While
deputies to the National Assembly ... were elected on the basis of universal suffrage,
with voting equal, direct and secret, in practice the elections were controlled by the
Party.115

Candidates for deputy positions were nominated by the Party organizations at the local levels and

most, if not all, positions were won by Party members or supporters.

Following the promulgation of the 1992 Constitution, a new election law was passed to allow

independent candidates to contest the National Assembly elections for the first time.116  However,

the results of the 1992 election suggest that the new election law will not lead to significant political

reform.  According to press reports,117 forty-four people tried to run as independent candidates, but

only two survived the complex screening process controlled by the Party-dominated Vietnam

Fatherland Front organization which managed the elections.118  The election campaign that followed

"was tightly controlled and excited little interest."119  Both independent candidates lost, resulting in

a National Assembly dominated by Party members.120  

According to some observers, the National Assembly "has become an increasingly important

platform in recent years for (deputies) to criticise unpopular policies and incompetent or corrupt

officials."121  But, given the aims of doi moi, criticism of incompetence, corruption and other

detriments to Vietnam's economic success would hardly be discouraged by the Party.  More telling

is the fact that deputies have not gone so far as to criticise the central role and leadership of the Party.

If future elections follow the example of the 1992 election, the National Assembly will continue to

be controlled by Party members and, as stated by Politburo member Vo Tran Chi, Party members in

the National Assembly must refer to Party resolutions and make their proposals accordingly.122  Upon

careful analysis, the 1992 Constitution does not introduce significant reforms to Vietnam's National
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Assembly.

B. The Prime Minister, the President and the Standing Committee

Under the 1992 Constitution, Vietnam has restructured its central administrative and

executive institutions with the goal of enhancing the state's managerial effectiveness.  The motivation

for this restructuring lies in Vietnam's poor economic performance during the 1980s - a performance

which many attributed to the cumbersome and inefficient nature of the collective leadership structure

which Vietnam had adopted in its 1980 Constitution.123  The 1980 government structure resulted in

too many Party officials holding dual or overlapping positions within the central government

apparatus, which in turn resulted in an uncertain division of responsibilities and a virtual paralysis

in state policy-making.124  The changes brought about by the 1992 Constitution aim to streamline the

central decision-making process, clarify the chains of command and reduce bureaucratic overlap.

Prior to 1992, the highest executive and administrative body in Vietnam was the Council of

Ministers.  The Council was a powerful, albeit cumbersome, entity comprised of a chair, several

vice-chairs and the heads of the various government ministries, as well as the heads of a host of

government agencies which duplicated and supervised the activities of the ministries.125  Members

of the Council were elected by and accountable to the National Assembly, and by law, most members

served simultaneously as deputies in the National Assembly.126 

In revising its Constitution, Vietnam has abolished the Council of Ministers and, in its place,

adopted a cabinet-style government headed by a Prime Minister who is elected by the National

Assembly.  The ministers of the government are chosen by the Prime Minister, subject to their

ratification by the National  Assembly.127  The Prime Minister, deputy prime ministers and ministers

collectively form what is termed the "government" in Vietnam.128  The government is responsible to

the National Assembly;  however, unlike the Council of Ministers, members of the government must

"of necessity" not serve simultaneously as National Assembly deputies.129  According to article 109

of the 1992 Constitution, the task of the government is to "exercise unified managerial control over

the implementation of political, economic, cultural, social, national defence, security, and foreign

affairs of the state" and to "ensure the effectiveness of the state machinery from the central down to

the grassroots level".

On paper, the Prime Minister has far more effective control over the governing of Vietnam

than did the chair of the Council of Ministers.  The Prime Minister has the power to not only select

ministers, but also dismiss the chairs and vice-chairs of the local people's committees which govern
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the provinces and cities.130  Moreover, the Prime Minister has the power to rescind the decisions,

directives and circulars of both the ministers and the local people's committees.131  With these

powers, the Prime Minister can ostensibly ensure that all economic reform initiatives sponsored by

the central government are fully supported by Vietnam's ministers and local government officials.132

However, after witnessing the dismantling of the Soviet Communist Party by powerful

individuals such as Gorbachev and Yeltsin, Vietnam's constitutional reformers had second thoughts

about giving too much power to any one individual.133  Consequently, the 1992 Constitution

reinstates the office of President to offset the powers of the newly-established posit ion of Prime

Minister.  Under both the 1946 and 1960 Constitutions, Vietnam had established the office of

President to accommodate the powerful and symbolic figure of Ho Chi Minh.134  After Ho's death in

1969, the Presidency devolved into a purely ceremonial office, and in 1980, it was replaced with a

collective executive body called the Council of State.135  Under the 1992 Constitution, the Presidency

has returned as an active participant in Vietnamese politics and the Council of State has been

abolished.

According to articles 102 and 103 of the 1992 Constitution, the President is elected by the

National Assembly to serve as the head of state and the Commander-in-Chief of the armed forces.

The President's power derives from the capacity to recommend to the National Assembly the

election, and more importantly, the removal of the Vice-President, the Prime Minister and the Chief

Justice of the Supreme People's Court.136

The third central Vietnamese institution deserving comment is the National Assembly's

Standing Committee.  The Standing Committee was first established under Vietnam's 1960

Constitution, only to be abolished under the 1980 Constitution when its duties were assumed by the

Council of State.  In revising the 1980 Constitution, Vietnam has reestablished the Standing

Committee as the operative body when the National Assembly is not in session.137  Under the 1992

Constitution, the Standing Committee is comprised of members of the National Assembly who must

not be serving concurrently as ministers in the government.138  The powers of the Standing

Committee are narrower in scope than those of the former Council of State.  Whereas the Council

of State was able to issue decrees on its own initiative, irrespective of subject matter, the Standing

Committee may only issue orders "on those issues assigned by the National Assembly".139 

The structure of Vietnam's central state apparatus has clearly been reorganized by the 1992

Constitution.  Cumbersome collective bodies have been replaced by individuals in order to establish
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clearer lines of authority and accountability.  However, the restructuring may be more a paper reality

than a practical reality.  In September 1992, the National Assembly met "to pass a number of laws

defining the organization and duties of the government and to elect a new state leadership."140  But,

the leadership "turned out to be less `new' than anticipated."141  Both the size and the membership

of the cabinet government were largely unchanged from that of the previous Council of Ministers.

In fact, only two of nineteen ministers were new142 and all but four were members of the Party's

Central Committee.143  Vo Van Kiet, a leading reform advocate, was renamed to the prime-ministerial

position and General Le Duc Anh, a reputed conservative, was named President, presumably to

ensure balance.  In addition, new laws governing Vietnam's executive did not allow the Prime

Minister any more latitude than under the old system and the power of the central government to

intrude on local interests remained limited.144

C. The Judiciary

Despite an increased emphasis on the rule of law, Vietnam's judicial system remains largely

unchanged by the 1992 Constitution.  The Vietnamese judiciary is a hierarchical and centralized

system consist ing of a Supreme People's Court in Hanoi, local  people's courts at each administrative

level, and several military tribunals.145  Disputes are adjudicated by judges and "people's jurors"146

who have the same powers as judges.147  Decisions are made collectively and by majority vote.148  All

lower court and tribunal proceedings are subject to the supervision of the Supreme People's Court,

which is described in the Constitution as the "highest juridical body" in Vietnam.149

Under previous Vietnamese Constitutions, judges and jurors were elected for terms of office

that corresponded to that of the electing state organ.  For example, judges of the Supreme People's

Court were elected by the deputies of the National Assembly and served a term equal to that of the

National Assembly.150  The 1992 Constitution makes no mention of the election of judges.  Article

128 states that "the systems of appointment, dismissal and demotion; the office term of judges; the

electoral system and term of office of people's jurors of the people's courts at all levels will be

defined by law".151  This provision suggests that jurors will be elected and judges will be appointed.

According to the former head of the National Assembly's Judicial  Committee, the appointment of

judges will "ensure (the) selection of competent professional judges having high prestige and

credibility."152  However, the new Constitution still provides for the election of Vietnam's highest

judicial officer, the Chief Justice of the Supreme People's Court.153

The 1992 Constitution does provide for a measure of more direct political supervision over

the judiciary.  Under article 135, judges of the local people's courts are "responsible and accountable"
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to the local people's councils and the judges of the Supreme People's Court are "responsible and

accountable" to the National Assembly and its Standing Committee.

Included in Vietnam's constitutional description of its judicial system are the state

prosecutorial offices, the so-called People's Organs of Control.  Under the 1992 Constitution, the

People's Organs of Control continue to be responsible for ensuring the "strict and uniform observance

of law" by all government bodies, all government employees and all citizens.154  Local procurators

are appointed by the Chief Procurator of the Supreme People's Organ of Control,155 who in turn is

elected by the National Assembly.156  Each procurator is subject to the leadership of the procurator

of the next higher Organ of Control, with the Chief of the Supreme Organ of Control being held

accountable to the National Assembly.157  Procurators are independent of local government control.

In practice, the People's Organs of Control duplicate the work of the courts given that their

prosecutorial and investigative responsibilities can extend to include all citizens.

In Western democracies, the judiciary plays a crucial role in the political system, interpreting

the Constitution and protecting the citizens from arbitrary state action.  In countries, such as the

United States, the judiciary also maintains the balance between the executive and legislative branches

of government.  But, in countries following a socialist legal model, the judiciary has a more limited

role.  Its primary function is to serve the interests of the state in the transition to socialism.158  In

doing so, the courts form an integral, unseparated part of the political-state apparatus.  It is consistent

with this model that, under Vietnam's 1992 Constitution, there continues to be no independent

judicial review in Vietnam and no separation of executive, legislative and judicial powers.

D. Evaluation

Vietnam's renovation efforts in the political sector focused on bringing about a clearer

assignment and definition of responsibilities among Vietnam's key institutions.  There was no

intention to unsettle the power of the Vietnamese Communist Party;  nor was there any intent to

significantly alter the existing governmental structure, except to make it  more efficient and cognizant

of economic change.

VI. Conclusion

 Renovation, but no revolution, remained the guiding principle for revising Vietnam's

Constitution.  The 1992 Constitution reaffirms Vietnam's pledge to institute economic reform and

to encourage much-needed foreign investment, provided the political monopoly of the Vietnamese
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Communist Party remains unaffected.  Any political reforms brought about by the new Constitution

are designed more to enhance the state's managerial effectiveness than change the actual nature of

the poli tical system.

Yet, despite the Party's intentions, the revision of Vietnam's Constitution may have opened

the door to bolder political reforms in the future.  If the renovation of the economic sector is

successful, Vietnam's citizens may find themselves in a position to demand a subsequent renovation

in the political sector.  In addition, the intended delegation of more administrative responsibility to

state organizations may cause a significant change in the balance of actual political power between

Party and state.  If the 1992 Constitution is fully implemented, state organizations may gain more

responsibility for the administration and implementation of policy decisions made by the Party.  In

practical terms, this is power that the state organizations have never had before.  However, foreign

investors and others must also be aware that if the 1992 Constitution does open the door to bolder

political reforms, it may also open the door to future instability in Vietnam akin to that experienced

in Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union.
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